Chemical Injection Utilities (CIU) are a part of the ICR Group of
companies and supply chemical injection systems and associated
services globally.
With over 25 years’ experience, CIU strive to surpass our customers’
expectations by providing a personalised, bespoke and cost effective
consultancy service for the provision of chemical injection equipment
and associated services.
Our key service lines include;
• Rental of Chemical Injection Skids and Packages
• Design, Build and Commissioning of Permanent Chemical
Injection Systems and Packages
• Maintenance, Servicing and Supply of Spares
• Chemical Injection Consultancy and Technical Support
• Chemical Injection System Reviews and Site Surveys
CIU offer rental systems during the interim period whilst any
project equipment is being engineered, commissioned or maintained
– ensuring start-up deadlines are met and continued chemical
injection. Ultimately, CIU manage all aspects of chemical injection
systems so you don’t have to.
For further information please see www.ciu.uk.com,
phone +44 (0)1358 729000 or email sales@ciu.uk.com

Engineered Chemical Injection Solutions
The injection of chemicals in the Oil and Gas
Industry is a crucial process allowing fluid
treatment, enhanced production and increased
life of the operator’s facilities.
Chemical Injection Utilities (CIU) deliver a unique service
offering both electrical and pneumatic chemical injection
systems which reflects individual project specifications.
Fully automated cost effective chemical injection systems
with real time chemical monitoring facilities can be
engineered by CIU. This includes:
•
•
•
•
•

F ront End Design Consultancy
Comprehensive Engineering
Fabrication and Testing
Installation and Commissioning
Maintenance and Upgrades

CIU have the ability to provide a fully inclusive service
from inception to maintenance – ultimately ensuring any
equipment supplied will be fit for purpose and as future
proof as possible within the requirements of the project.

FRONT END DESIGN CONSULTANCY

COMPREHENSIVE ENGINEERING

FABRICATION AND TESTING

CIU have an established engineering team offering expertise
to design chemical injection systems that support any new
projects, upgrades or modifications.

CIU’s proactive approach ensures we work closely with the
customer every step of the way and provide the chemical
injection expertise required for any projects, upgrades or
modifications. CIU also offer field experts to initially survey and
audit customer sites as part of the design and recommendation
process. This guarantees all avenues have been considered
prior to fabrication and delivery - ultimately preventing delays
and minimising cost.

With over 25 years’ experience in chemical injection services,
extensive manufacturing and testing facilities, CIU offer the technical
and operational capacity to handle large fabrication builds.

CIU are independent from product manufacturers and are experts
in both electric and pneumatic systems. CIU have capabilities to
provide solutions that are custom built to the client’s specific needs
whilst offering guaranteed cost savings and short lead times.

CIU have a fleet of 500 plus temporary skid systems that can
be used for intermediate purposes should there be any project
delays or design changes - ensuring any associated project
downtime can be minimised

Why choose CIU?
• Proactive customer interface
• Independent supplier
• Air and electric drive solutions
• Inhouse engineers and chemical injection expertise
• Site surveys and audits of customer facilities
• Cost benefits and reduced lead times
• Temporary equipment available for project backup
• Global presence and solutions

INSTALLATION AND COMMISSIONING

MAINTENANCE AND UPGRADES

Highly skilled engineers and technicians are available to
carry out all aspects of the installation and commissioning
of chemical injection systems - including hook up of equipment,
calibrating equipment to agreed injection rates and training of
onsite personnel if required.

To optimise the lifespan of equipment, and minimise downtime
of chemical injection, it is imperative that regular maintenance
is carried out in line with the manufacturers recommended
guidelines. CIU can supply equipment spares in addition
to specialist offshore personnel to carry out any necessary
maintenance on systems. If preferred, equipment can be
returned to CIU for overhaul and a rental injection unit can be
provided to minimise downtime if required.

www.ciu.uk.com

